Women’s Caucus for Art
Board of Directors Meeting Minutes
Sunday, Feb 28, 2021
Zoom Meeting 1–4PM
Board Members Present: Laura Morrison, Donna Jackson, Margo Hobbs, Janice Nesser-Chu,
Sandra Mueller, Rona Lesser, Linda Gilbert-Schneider, Noreen D. Dresser, Dellis Frank, Pattie
Byron, Sandra Davis, Ulla Barr, Laurie T. Hall, Judy Segall, Deb Slowey, Sahiti Bonam, Alyce
Haliday McQueen, Allicette Torres, Laura Phelps Rogers, and Shantay Robinson
Also Present: Karin Luner (Director of Operations), Priscilla Otani, Cathy Salser,
Carole Loeffler
Sunday, February 28, 2021
1:06pm

Welcome and Call to Order by Laura Morrison, President
Morrison calls the meeting to order and thanks everyone who attended the Chapters’
Council Meeting on Saturday and announces three new directors for the 2021-2024 slot:
Deb Walmer, Cathy Salser, and rejoining member Linda Gilbert-Schneider.
She reports that the Chapters’ Council was three hours long and had better attendance
than a regular conference meeting. The meeting included a Chapter Report Form
with questions about their needs and their 501c3 standing, bylaws etc. Morrison thanks
Alyce Haliday McQueen for all the work she had put in and asks her to attach the
Chapter Reports to the Chat.
She then introduces Donna Jackson as President Elect. Jackson shares that she is from
Detroit MI, and a Michigan Chapter member, and that one of her goals as President
Elect is to create more awareness of work created by women artists.
With the focus on the agenda items, Morrison calls for the approval of the 2020
Summer Board Minutes, Gilbert-Schneider motions, Hall seconds, all in favor
MSP (Motioned, Seconded and Passed)
(the process proceeds by clicking “yes” or “no” on the Zoom App)
Next, Morrison points out a couple of discrepancies in Lesser’s and T’Alyne’s reports. In
Lesser’s report the BLM statement’s negative response was not from a Chicago member
but from a DC member. In T’Alyne’s report, the amounts in her accounting of her
donations to WCA were misleading as our LTF Membership is $750, and she did receive
her $135 refund. She declined to resubmit her report.
Short discussion on whether to approve Board Reports as submitted or adding an
addendum at the end of the submitted versions, board decides to make motion to
accept Board Reports with Addendums.
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Dellis Frank makes moves to accept Board Reports with Addendum, Lesser seconds
MSP (Motioned, Seconded and Passed)
ACTION: Luner to add addendum to Board Report Bundle on website, Lesser to add to
corrections to the addendum.
1:16pm

Art Writers Committee
Margo Hobbs, Committee Chair, reports on the relaunching the blog on the WCA
website. The main writers, Marianne McGrath and Susan Platt, pledged to publish at
least once a month and Comments will be monitored by Stephanie Girard. Both writers
welcome submissions with a focus on studio visits and interviews. The Winter Artlines
were edited by Rosemary Meza-DesPlas and Shantay Robinson, and designed by Sahiti
Bonam and Allicette Torres. The Summer issue will be edited by Rachel Epp Buller, with
content culled mainly from her past CAA panel “Slow.” Patti Jordan from the NY Chapter
will join the team as well.
Morrison thanks all on the team and is excited about the new Artlines and the Art
Writers Committee. Mueller agrees with the new approach and level of scholarship and
offers to be a resource, maybe suggests to have a Zoom Webinar and develop a
program. Hobbs agrees that an interactive sort of program might be great.
Morrison is also excited to develop more programming, and Lesser points out that not
everyone wants to read a lot, but an online program might be very attractive.
Dresser points out that grad students might be interested in this sort of programming.
Hobbs agrees that reaching to Grad Programs is a good idea.

1:40pm

Budget Report & Financials
Janice Nesser-Chu, Treasurer starts her report with pulling up the financial statements
onto the screen. Bottomline, WCA has $133,000 in total assets. However, National will
show another potential loss if WCA does not make up the deficit of $18,000. Again,
member attrition seems to be a problem, and member retention needs to be put on the
front burner.
Discussion ensues about membership retention. Some complain about not being seen as
members, some feel that WCA is still stuck in the 70s and 80s, and a general feeling that
WCA is lacking a 5- or 10-year plan and has a hard time to transition to social media.
Nesser-Chu refocuses the discussion, and finishes the budget numbers with the
administrative expenses, which are on track with projected budget numbers.

2:12pm

Alyce Haliday McQueen, Chapter Relations VP, provides the board with a general view
about the chapters, the ones that just formed as well as the ones that recently
closed. She worked a lot with Bonam, Jackson, and Walmer of the Communications
Committee, and the basic tenet is that WCA needs to grow. She also worked with the
Conference Committee in order to organize for the next conference, but they have not
yet received any news from Columbia College in regards to spaces. Morrison recounts
the first initial positive response, but there have been no follow-ups. Mueller
thinks they should consider asking CAA as it is our 50th Anniversary. Discussion about
CAA, and spaces for the LTA and alternative spaces, if Columbia is not available.
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2:23pm

Sandra Davis, Membership VP, provides the board with insights into problems with
members not knowing what National actually does, like the members in her DC Chapter.
She organized online orientations and toured the National website, showing members
what is already there and how they can connect. The chapter also held art shares, and
taught members how to use WIX. She sees this as a model for other chapters who
struggle with the same issues. She also suggests chapters to open up the show to
outsiders, so they can encourage new members. Torres adds the DC shows themes are
very timely and National should reflect that energy and should flesh out some
achievable goals. Davis also highlights that most members are on Instagram and TicToc
and we should meet them there. McQueen states that in reaching out to the Chicago
Chapter in regards to conference exhibition planning she received severe push-back and
needs some help.

2:41pm

Sahiti Bonam, Communications VP, states that she worked on posting content to
Instagram, FB and Twitter feeds on a regular basis, and will create a marketing/branding
guide with the purpose of inspiration to the chapters. The upcoming T-shirt competition
is in the planning stage, and the two web submission forms that Luner put together to
gather submissions to Artlines and Pulse are working out great. She also worked on the
Winter Artlines and plans on working on the Summer edition. Morrison and Dresser,
both thank her for the amazing work that she has done in such a short time.

2:46pm

Exhibition Report
Noreen D. Dresser, Events VP, reports that the past three exhibitions are completed
and wants to focus on next February. She already secured the Bridgeport Gallery in
Chicago, where the show will be up for 6 weeks. She also makes a commitment to have
these shows stay in the black, but hopes everyone will try to getting the calls out. She
also hopes that the exhibitions will be written about and is looking for some highly
acclaimed jurors and curators. Torres interjects that there needs to be some advertising
about these shows, like marketing on FB and Instagram and states that the last show
Bianca Lago did not push enough which resulted in the cancellation of the show. NesserChu states that the whole committee needs to work together and suggests the Art
Writers Committee might want to write about this. Phelps Rogers suggests to join other
organizations to be able to list the shows. Davis suggests that there should be definitely
a virtual part of these exhibitions as most members might not be going to Chicago.
Walmer suggests that the members of the communications team film these sessions on
their phone and report on conference activities.

3:04pm

Shantay Robinson, Development VP, wants to move a campaign by April 1st. Her first
initiative will be an annual T-shirt contest featuring the theme of women’s rights and
equality. She will write up a proposal and submit to the board. The deadline for
submission will be June and she hopes she will be selling in August. She also suggests
auction of work by members, online courses as a fundraising idea, like teaching writing
statements etc., might be good leads.
Morrison thinks that there are a lot of ideas and possibilities, but also wants to see an
emphasis on grant writing as well as finding several small strings of income and hopes
to make some progress. Discussion ensues about product placement and marketing as a
fundraising tool.
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3:16pm

Proposal # 1
To make an addition to the bylaws requiring WCA provide remote meeting
links for all WCA Board Meetings
Submitted by: Laura Morrison
Proposed additional language to C-4 (in red)
C. Meeting and Voting. 4. Any action required to be taken at any meeting of the Board
of Directors or of any committee thereof may be taken without a meeting if all
members of the Board of Directors or committee, as the case may be, consent thereto
in writing, and such consents are filed with the Minutes. Any one or more members of
the Board of Directors or any committee thereof may participate in a meeting of the
Board of Directors or such committee by means of conference telephone or similar
communications equipment allowing all persons participating in the meeting to hear
each other at the same time. The Participation by such means shall constitute presence
in person at a meeting. A link to a remote communications platform appropriate to the
meeting location will be made available to board members for all meetings of the Board
of Directors.
Discussion of proposal

3:25pm

Tabled
Morrison will rewrite proposal
ACTION: Morrison will rewrite proposal
Proposal # 2
National WCA Password Policy
Submitted by: Allicette Torres
Any usernames and passwords created for or in WCA National’s name will be given and
updated as needed to WCA National’s master database managed by Karin Luner.
Services and items include but are not limited to passwords related to websites, social
media accounts, newsletters, brand/content management, and other digital services.
Torres feels that there is currently no login & password policy in place.
Tabled
Torres will rewrite proposal
ACTION: Torres will rewrite proposal

3:55pm

Additional discussions/comments/idea sharing
Torres talks on ways that board members can easily promote WCA for instance by identifying
themselves as WCA, like having their board title in their email signature, or adding an
inspirational quote. Morrison states that she just did that. McQueen says that making money
and jobs are on the forefront of younger members, herself included. Davis suggests shifting the
mindset to what you can bring to WCA not what WCA can do for you. Walmer suggests
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sponsoring the membership fees for a younger person like the DC Chapter has done, will bring
in younger members. Morrison wants to put together a committee to plan and focus on
programming and how to market it our members. Torres expresses frustration about the lack
of commitment to action and insists having a concrete action plan laid out in this meeting.
Morrison and Nesser-Chu fill in Torres on a bit of history of WCA and its successes and
initiatives, and as everyone is a volunteer, the ups and downs are part of the structure.
Morrison feels that the board is working hard and that committees are in place and that
discussions on plans will continue. Mueller agrees that these conversations about actions are
necessary. Dresser wants to phase out of her directorship and transition to a committee
position and thinks the board should be mostly made up of younger people to reflect direction
and purpose of younger members. Davis agrees with Torres in that unless people have
concrete plans, she does not want to put in her time. Jackson ends discussion by stating that in
the end art is the key factor for growth, getting money, and make any changes. Nesser-Chu
agrees that there need to be action items and goals. Jackson wants to have something solid to
go forward and the awards are not what she sees as selling points to most younger members
or members of color.
Morrison wants to set the board meeting for beginning of June and wants to use the next three
months coming up with ideas, instead of developing ideas at the next board meeting.
June 5/6 is set for next board meeting
Morrison thanks the board and is open to any requests for help, and encourages more
members from the chapters to join the committees.
Phelps Rogers moves to adjourn meeting
Segall seconds
MSP
4:30pm

Meeting Adjourned
(Minutes written and recorded by Karin Luner, Director of Operations)
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ALL ACTION ITEMS
ACTION: Dresser to submit proper budgets for each exhibition before proceeding (Dresser)
ACTION: Nesser-Chu develop guidelines on board donations (Nesser-Chu)
ACTION: To summarize WCA finances for the Membership (Nesser-Chu)
ACTION: To reach out to Chapter Presidents to talk about what National does
ACTION: Member-at-large engagement, Morrison will divide MALs by Region. (Morrison)
(setting May 1st deadline for Chapter engagement)
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